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Basic knowledge of mankind so far relates to the description of electrons and atoms in the material 
in a state of equilibrium, where the behavior changes slowly over time. The electron diffraction 
with a high temporal and space resolution has opened the possibility of direct observation of the 
processes occurring in the transient state of the substance (molecular movie). Here it is necessary 
to provide a temporary resolution of the order of 100 fs, which corresponds to the transition of the 
system through the energy barrier of the potential surface, which describes the chemical reaction 
– the process of the breaking and the formation of new bonds between the interacting agents. 
Thus, the possibility of the investigation of the coherent nuclear dynamics of molecular systems 
and the condensed matter can be opened. In the past two decades, it has been possible to observe 
the nuclear motion in the temporal interval corresponding to the period of the nuclear oscillation. 
The observed coherent changes in the nuclear system at such temporal intervals determine the 
fundamental shift from the standard kinetics of chemical reactions to the dynamics of the phase 
trajectory of a single molecule, the molecular quantum state tomography. 
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Посвящается памяти Джона Дэвида Юбэнка (23.12.1947–13.10.2002)
Базовые знания человечества до сих пор относятся к описанию электронов и атомов в ве-
ществе, находящемся в состоянии равновесия, или близком к равновесию и медленно изме-
няющемуся во времени. В то же время известно, что химические реакции носят динамиче-
ский характер, а элементарный акт химической реакции происходит в фемтосекундном 
временном интервале. Дифракция электронов с высоким временным и пространствен-
ным разрешением открыла возможность прямого наблюдения процессов, происходящих 
в переходном состоянии вещества (молекулярный фильм). Здесь необходимо обеспечить 
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временное разрешение порядка 100 фс, что соответствует переходу системы через энер-
гетический барьер поверхности потенциальной энергии, который описывает химическую 
реакцию - процесс разрушения и образования новых связей взаимодействующих реагентов. 
Таким образом, может быть раскрыта возможность исследования когерентной ядерной 
динамики молекулярных систем и конденсированного состояния вещества, включая его 
экстремальные состояния. За последние два десятилетия было возможно наблюдать 
движение ядер в молекулах во временном интервале, соответствующем периоду их ко-
лебаний. Наблюдаемые когерентные изменения в ядерной системе в такие временные ин-
тервалы определяют фундаментальный переход от стандартной кинетики химических 
реакций к динамике фазовой траектории отдельной молекулы, томографии молекуляр-
ного квантового состояния.

Ключевые слова: переходные структуры, динамика химической реакции, конические пересе-
чения, когерентная ядерная динамика, поверхность потенциальной энергии, дифракция элек-
тронов с временным разрешением, временная релаксация, сверхбыстрая дифракция рентге-
новского излучения, сверхбыстрая спектроскопия.
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Introduction

The direct observation of chemical transformations, 
i.e. the motions of atoms and functional groups within 
molecules just while they undergo chemical reactions, has 
been a long-standing goal. Time-resolved spectroscopy 
has made considerable advances, especially in the 
context of small molecules with few atoms.  But for 
larger molecules the density of vibrational states in the 
vicinity of transition states is often so large that spectra 
cannot be resolved or interpreted. It is the hope that a 
structural method, i.e. a diffraction method, provides a 
fundamentally more promising path, because the number 
of atomic coordinates is much smaller than the number 
of vibrational states potentially involved in the chemical 
transformation. Further, unlike a spectroscopy, there is no 
uncertainty limitation that would limit the simultaneous 
measurement of atomic positions and the time resolution 
of the observation.

To study time-evolving molecular structures, both 
electron diffraction and X-ray diffraction could be 
attractive.  The cross sections for scattering electrons 
are much larger than those of X-rays.  Consequently, 
experiments on low-density vapors, where chemical 
dynamics of isolated molecules unaffected by their 
surroundings can be observed, are preferentially 
done using electrons.  The feasibility of gas electron 
diffraction to probe molecular structures has been 
demonstrated already in 1926 by the experiments of [1, 
2]. By the 1980's, gas electron diffraction as a tool to 
study molecular structures had become a mature and 
well established field [3, 4].

To expand diffraction to the time domain, a pump-
probe scheme is implemented where the chemical 
dynamics is initiated by a laser pulse and the structural 
evolution of the photo-excited molecules is probed by 
an electron pulse. The technique is varyingly called time 
resolved electron diffraction, TRED [5–12], or Ultrafast 
Electron Diffraction, UED [13–17].

The development of electron diffraction 
techniques using picosecond [9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 18] 
and femtosecond [19, 20] electron pulses contributed 
to the development of ultrafast X-ray diffraction 
(UXD) [21–28], ultrafast electron microscopy (UEM) 
[9, 17, 29–34], and the dynamic transmission electron 
microscope (DTEM) [9, 31]. 

The introduction of time resolved diffraction 
techniques [5, 6, 11, 35, 36] and the development of the 
principles of investigation of coherent nuclear motions 
of isolated molecules also aided the observations of 
molecular dynamics in condensed phases (please, see, 
e.g. reviews [37, 38]). On the whole, this led to the 
development of a new way to study matter – coherent 
structural dynamics [17, 31, 32, 36, 39, 40] or coherent 
chemistry [41]. They represent a set of spectroscopic and 
diffraction techniques that are complementary to each 
other even though they are based on different physical 
phenomena. 
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Studying the coherent dynamics of the nuclear 
subsystem of a molecule, i.e. the time-evolution of a 
vibrational wave-packet (see, e.g., [17, 36] and references 
therein) as a chemical reaction unfolds, requires electron 
pulses with a duration in the sub-picosecond range. 
This requirement is given by the typical lifetimes of 
the electronic states involved and the characteristic 
timescales of dephasing processes. Performing ultrafast 
studies with picosecond or better time resolution raises 
numerous questions related to the concept of the dynamic 
parameters of the molecular system as determined from 
the analysis of the time-dependent intensity of scattering 
electrons [42, 43].

On the technical side, pump-probe electron 
diffraction experiments pose high demands on the 
signal-to-noise ratio. While this could be achieved by 
increasing the number of electrons per pulse, ultrashort 
electron pulses are affected by the Coulomb repulsions 
between the electrons within each pulse. These space-
charge interactions can lead to a distortion of diffraction 
patterns and/or to an increase in the electron pulse 
duration. Alternative approaches take advantage of high 
repetition rate electron sources producing electron pulses 
containing only a few electrons per pulse [17, 30, 31], 
electron gun and interaction geometries that minimize 
path lengths [37], or electrons with relativistic velocities 
where space-charge effects are diminished [44]. 

1. DYNAMICS OF SPECTRALLY INVISIBLE 
STRUCTURES

Radiationless transitions take place in chemical, 
physical and biological systems, leading to such 
diverse phenomena as the conversion of radiation into 
heat and photoaging, and photocarcinogenesis of DNA 
[45–47]. Following absorption of light, the molecules 
can undergo two main types of non-radiative processes: 
(1) photochemical, including breaking bonds or 
isomerization, (2) photophysical, including transitions 
between electronic states with spin conservation (internal 
conversion) or with spin change (intersystem crossing). 
For more than eight decades ([48] and references therein), 
our understanding of these non-radiative processes stems 
from indirect observations based on measuring the rates 
with which the populations of electronic states change. 
In turn, theoretical studies have introduced the concept of 
"thermostat" in the molecule and the conical intersection 
in the energy landscape [49–51], Fig. 1.

Experimentally, the presence of non-radiative 
electronic relaxation processes was first determined 
from the steady reduction of quantum yield of molecules 
at low pressures [52]. With the development of pulsed 
laser systems it became possible to study nonradiative 
processes directly. Even so, the structural dynamics of the 
molecular system, which accompanies these processes, 
remained inaccessible. These “dark” structures cannot be 

Fig. 1. The landscape of the potential surface of the 
ground and excited states in complex molecular systems. 
The equilibrium structure of the ground state determines 
the initial wave packet produced by a femtosecond pulsed 
excitation. The excited state evolves either along a radiative 
or a nonradiative channel. Radiationless transitions may 
result in the bifurcation of a chemical reaction or physical 
process (internal/intersystem crossing) [17].

detected via light absorption or emission, even though 
they can be probed by ionization spectroscopy. Using 
electron diffraction or X-ray diffraction, structures 
of molecules in optically "dark" states can be probed 
(please, see review article [17]).

Ihee [et al.] [53] and Srinivasan [et al.] [17] studied 
the molecular structures involved in radiationless 
transitions that are accelerated by vibrational excitation 
of the molecules in the so-called "channel-three region" 
[54] and/or the proximity of electronic states [55]. They 
investigated four prototypical heteroaromatic compounds: 
pyridine, 2-methylpyridine, 2,6-dimethylpyridine and 
benzaldehyde. The cleavage and formation of new bonds 
in the transition states of the molecules of pyridine and 
2-methylpyridine, the formation of highly vibrationally 
excited structures of 2,6–dimethylpyridine and of the 
triplet state of quinoid form benzaldehyde allowed 
them to clarify the effect of the original structure on the 
dynamic evolution of the molecules, Fig. 2.

Pyridine, 2-methylpyridine and 2,6-dimethylpyridine. 
Photoexcited molecules can react in several ways: the 
valence isomerization, fragmentation, ring opening, 
as shown in scheme at the top of Fig. 2 for pyridine 
molecule. Using TRED the dominant isomerization 
pathway and the structure of the intermediates were 
determined [17].

For registration of structural changes as a chemical 
reaction unfolds there were acquired diffraction patterns 
for several time delays from –90 ps to 185 ps for pyridine 
and from –90 ps to 215 ps for the 2,6-dimethylpyridine. 
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Fig. 2. Possible pathways of photochemical transformations of pyridine (top panel). TRED diffraction patterns 
of pyridine (lower panel). The left side – the diffraction pattern of the ground electronic state, the right one – 2D 
difference diffraction patterns obtained for different time delays between pump and probe (in ps) [17].

2D difference diffraction patterns (image at a negative 
delay, –90 ps is chosen as the reference) clearly 
demonstrate the change in the diffraction pattern, which 
is increasing with time. These rings in the difference 
diffraction patterns directly reflect the changes in the 
molecular structure. The corresponding difference radial 

distribution curves –  shown in Fig. 3 contain 
peaks with positive and negative amplitude: negative 
amplitude (highlighted in blue) is positioned near 1.3 Å 
and 2.5 Å, which is attributed to breakage of bonds. 
Peaks with positive amplitude (in red) correspond to the 
formation of new bonds.

Fig. 3. Structural dynamics of pyridine and 2,6-dimethylpyridine. The radial distribution of the ground state (upper 
panel) and difference curves  (lower panel). Vertical lines on the scale of interatomic distances r indicate the 
relative contribution of the different pairs of nuclei (ij), which amplitude is normalized to produce the nuclear charges (Z) 
devoted by the value of internuclear distance ZiZj/rij, multiplied by the multiplicity of the corresponding term. Peaks with 
positive and negative amplitudes: negative amplitude (highlighted in blue) represents the breakage of the bonds. Peaks with 
positive amplitudes (in red) correspond to the formation of new bonds [56].
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For pyridine a more pronounced dynamics of the 
reduction of the contributions of the covalently-bonded 
atoms is observed, whereas for 2,6-dimethylpyridine 
the contribution of the unbound atoms decreases. In 
addition, for pyridine an increase in the contribution of 
unbound atoms at the distances of more than 3.5 Å it is 
registered, which are absent for the pyridine molecule 
in the ground state. Please note that at these large 
distances, at t = 0 only slight noises can be seen, and 

they transform into a sharp signal at longer time. For 
2,6-dimethylpyridine the positive and the negative 
peaks occur as a result of the dispersion contribution 
from hot molecule of the relatively cold structure of 
the original ground state [56]. In order to distinguish 
between the possible reactions channels, UED data 
were processed for a number of structural models. 
Fig. 4 shows some of the structures proposed in the 
literature for these aromatic molecules [56].

Fig. 5 shows the experimental radial distribution curves 
f(r) for the isolated transition structures corresponding 
to four time slices (from 60 to 185 ps for pyridine and 
theoretical curves for different models (with account of 
an excess internal energy). Curves were calculated for the 
vibrationally excited molecules – Kekulé, Dewar, Hückel 
isomer formation and fragmentation to (C4H4 + HCN) are 
in poor agreement with experiment. It was therefore 
concluded that, in the time scale of the UED experiment, 
those reaction channels cannot be dominant. A mixture 
of Dewar and Hückel isomers and vibrationally "cold" 
(403 K) structures with an open ring shows good 
agreement with the experimental data. Therefore, the 
ring opening reaction it the main channel. Isomerization 
of the intermediate into the Dewar structure is not a 
major channel; Hückel isomer contribution is negligible.

The best agreement was reached for the ring-opening 
reaction of pyridine and 2-methylpyridine. The average 
values for amplitudes of vibrations of transition structures 
are 70–100% higher compared with the calculated values 
for the "cold" molecules (403 K). Perhaps this is due to 
non-thermal (non-Boltzmann) distribution of vibrational 
energy in the molecule. Contribution of Kekulé and Dewar 
structures is extremely small. Thus, the ring opening 
reaction leading to formation of vibrationally excited acyclic 
transition structures [17] is the primary reaction pathway.

Fig. 6 illustrates the results of a least-squares 
refinement of internuclear distances and mean vibrational 
amplitudes for the molecular component of the scattering 
intensity sM(s) and the radial distribution function f(r) 
for the acyclic structure of the transition state of laser-
induced pyridine ring-opening reaction. The obtained 
structural parameters match the observed structural 
dynamics of the reaction. For example, the appearance 
of large internuclear distances ra[C(1) – N] = 5.23 Å and 
ra[C(1) – C(5)] = 4.33 Å. 

The satisfactory agreement between all structural 
parameters and calculated quantum-chemical values was 
obtained except for the nuclear separation ra[C(1) – C(2)] 
= 1.366 (11) Å (the corresponding value from the quantum-
chemical DFT calculations is 1.318 Å), as well as one of 
skeletal torsion angles. The experimental data correspond to 
the value of the torsion angle ϕ[NC(5)-C(4)C(3)] = 123°, 
while the quantum-chemical calculation gives a value of 
180°. This discrepancy may be due to the fact that quantum-
chemical calculation gives the equilibrium geometric 

Fig. 4. Possible pyridine phototransformation 
pathways (please, see Fig. 1) [17].

Fig. 5. Determination of the reaction pathway. 
Comparison of experimental (blue) and calculated (red) 
normalized radial distribution curves   for the isolated 
transition structures. There is a strong mismatch for all 
proposed reaction channels except for the ring opening 
reaction with little contribution of isomeric structures of 
pyridine (please, see text). From ref. [17].
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parameters of the molecule, while the data of the ultrafast 
electron diffraction demonstrate the vibrational effects, the 
nonequilibrium distribution of vibrational energy among 
the various vibrational modes of the transient state, which 
is essentially manifested in the diffraction data. Neglecting 
this factor can lead to the significant distortions of the 
parameters of the studied transient structure. Similar 
results, showing a ring opening and the formation of 
acyclic transient state, were obtained for the molecules of 
2-methylpyridine. For a molecule of 2,6-dimethylpyridine 
it was shown with time resolution of ~ 1 ps that the 
ring opening didn’t occur in the temporal interval of up 
to 215 ps. The transient state corresponds to the highly 
vibrationally-excited cyclic structure [17].

Further, the data on the structural evolution of 
the isolated transient state was obtained as shown in 
the time-dependent radial distribution curves in Fig. 
7. Except for their relative intensities, the forms of the 
radial distribution f(r) are almost unchanged over time. 

It means that the structure of the transient state remains 
essentially constant on the timescale of the experiment. 
Only the value of the population of this state changes. 
When elaborating the value of the population by the 
least squares method, the time constant of 17(1) ps was 
determined (Fig. 7). These results combined with the 
analysis of the difference intensity curves, show that the 
ring-opening leads to the disruption of its aromaticity, 
and the subsequent increase in the population of the 
acyclic transient state occurs with the time constant of 
17(1) ps. In this condition, the internuclear distance C–C 
of the aromatic ring of pyridine should transform into the 
distance of C=C characteristic for aliphatic compounds.

The corresponding time constants were determined 
for 2-methylpyridine and 2,6-dimethylpyridine as 
28(7) ps and 16(2) ps, respectively [56]. Thus, for the 
molecules of pyridine and 2-methylpyridine there is a 
formation of so-called "three-channel" [55] due to the 
ring opening and the formation of acyclic biradical 

Fig. 6. Structure of acyclic transition state, which is formed by photoexcitation of pyridine molecules with 266 nm 
photons in the gas phase in collisionless environment. The experimental (blue) and theoretical (red) molecular scattering 
intensity curves sM(s) and the radial distribution f(r) for the isolated transition state are shown. The values of interatomic 
distances (in Å) and angles (in degrees) obtained using Ultrafast Electron Diffraction and quantum-chemical calculations 
using DFT [17] are given. Possible causes of mismatch are discussed in the text.
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Fig. 7. The structure of pyridine and the population of 
acyclic transition state as a function of time. Radial distribution 
curve f(t, r) shows the formation of an acyclic transition state. 
The inset shows the time dependence of the population of the 
transition state that corresponds to the time of 17 (1) ps. 2D 
images indicate the range of interatomic distances (0–6 Å), 
and their changes over time (see text). From ref. [17].

structure, while for 2,6-dimethylpyridine a highly 
excited cyclic transition state is observed. This explains 
the significant differences observed in the study of this 
group of molecules by transition-state spectroscopy with 
femtosecond time resolution [57]. 

2. THE JAHN–TELLER EFFECT 
IN THE PHOTODISSOCIATION 

AND ULTRAFAST RELAXATION OF Fe(CO)5 

It has long been known that metal carbonyl compounds 
eliminate a CO group upon photolysis in the UV [58, 59]. 
It was not known however, whether this reaction proceeds 
as a simple bond breaking on a directly repulsive potential 
energy surface, such as is the case in some organic iodides, 
for instance. Some of the unsaturated reaction products are 
formed as triplets, raising the question where intersystem 
crossing occurs [60]. The dissociation was believed to 
occur via a directly repulsive potential energy curve [58, 
59] to produce the ground state of an unsaturated carbonyl 
(sometimes a triplet). It has also been claimed that several 
CO groups can be more or less synchronously eliminated 
[61]. Modern femtosecond spectroscopy [60] and UED 
can investigate the dynamics during the photodissociation 
and provide information about the potential energy 
surfaces [62]. 

Among the transition metal carbonyls, Fe(CO)5 is 
one of the most extensively studied molecular systems 
(please, see refs. [63, 64] and references therein). 
Fe(CO)5 can dissociate into five different products 
Fe(CO)x, x = 4, 3, 2, 1, 0, depending on the excitation 
wavelength [60, 65, 66]. In these reactions, Fe(CO)4 
is the primary intermediate and serves as a doorway 
molecule for various subsequent reactions, such as 
decomposition, recombination with the carbonyl ligand, 
and coordination with solvent molecules [67].

The first GED study of Fe(CO)5 was performed by 
Ewens and Lister in 1939 [68], but numerous further 
studies followed [69–73]. In the GED study of Beagley 
and Schmidling [72] at 303 K the average distances 
for the trigonal bypiramidal (TBP, D3h) structure of 
the Fe(CO)5 were determined to be: rg (Fe–C) average = 
182.1(3) pm; rg (C–O) average = 115.3(3) pm. It was also 
shown that equatorial distances rg (Fe–C)eq are longer 
than axial ones, rg (Fe–C)ax with the difference being 
Δ(FeCeq – FeCax) = 2.0(6) pm.

In 2001 Fe(CO)5 was reinvestigated in K. Hedberg’s 
laboratory with a focus on the question: “Are the 
axial or the equatorial Iron-Carbon Bonds Longer in 
the Gaseous Molecule?” [73]. The structure of iron 
pentacarbonyl, Fe(CO)5, was studied at 295–298 K 
using an experimental rotational constant available from 
the literature as a constraint on the structural parameters. 
The study utilized a B3LYP/6-311+G(d) ab initio 
quadratic force field, scaled to fit the observed infrared 
wavenumbers, from which corrections were calculated 
for the effects of vibrational averaging. The Hedberg 
results confirmed that the equatorial Fe–C bonds are 
longer than the axial ones, an important difference to the 
structure in crystalline phases where the equatorial Fe–C 
bonds are shorter. Some distance (rg/pm) and vibrational 
amplitude (lα/pm) parameter values (with estimated 2σ 
uncertainties) based on the assumption of D3h symmetry 
are: [r(Fe–C)] average = 182.9(2), [r(Fe–C)eq – r(Fe–C)ax] 
= 3.2(2.0), [r(C–O)] average 114.6(2), r(C–O)eq – r(C–O)ax 
= 6(27), r(Fe–C)ax = 181.0(1.6), r(Fe–C)eq = 184.2(1.1), 
r(C–O)ax = 114.2(2.3), r(C–O)eq = 114.9(1.6), l(Fe–C)ax 
= l(Fe–C)eq = 4.7(5), and l(C–O)ax = l(C–O)eq = 3.6(3).

Pseudorotation in Fe(CO)5 was not studied by 
GED. In 1998 Jang [et al.] [74] calculated the barrier to 
pseudoratation suggesting a Berry mechanism (i.e., a C4v 
transient state). The results give the energy difference 
between D3h and C4v configurations of the Fe(CO)5 equal 
to: 2.25 (DZ B3LYP), 2.28 (DZP BP86), 2.33(DZP 
B3LYP) kcal/mol.

The electronic structure of Fe(CO)5 was studied 
with quantum-chemical calculations at different levels 
by a number of groups (please, see [75] and references 
therein). They found that Fe(CO)5 is a D3h symmetry 
with a closed-shell 1A’ ground state corresponding to a 
formal Fe 3d8 occupation.
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In 1998 Hoffmann and co-workers calculated 
decomposition energies, fragment orbital overlaps, and 
fragment orbital populations for Fe(CO)4AB (AB = N2, 
CO, BF, SiO), at the NL-SCF/TZ(2P) computational level 
[76]. Arguably, the main reason for the special character 
of CO (especially important to the experimentalist) is 
the excellent balance within this diatomic between its 
internal stability and its excellent binding. CO has an 
intermediate HOMO-LUMO gap, which makes it stable 
(one can handle the stable gas easily in a laboratory) yet 
moderately reactive [76]. The HOMO of CO, 5σ, is an 
orbital relatively high in energy that is most suitable for 
M–CO bonding. But, as shown in the case of Fe(CO)5, 
back-bonding into 2π(CO) orbitals is in many cases 
even more important than σ-donation. It is this balance 

between donating and accepting capabilities that makes 
CO a special ligand for transition metal chemistry. CO is 
in many cases strongly bound and inert, a good spectator 
ligand, but not so inert as to never react. The 2π acceptor 
orbital is low enough in energy to enable reactions at 
the CO ligand, depending on the metal and the ligand 
environment involved [76].

Two types of covalent interactions between Fe 3d and 
CO are important for the bonding in this organometallic 
complex: a σ donation from the CO σ into the formally 
empty Fe 3dz2 orbital of a' symmetry, and a concomitant 
πback-donation from the four doubly occupied Fe 3d 
orbitals of symmetry e' and e'' into the CO π* orbitals [75] 
(Pierloot, 2003). A qualitative MO scheme representing 
both bonding types is shown in Fig. 8. 

Fig. 8. Qualitative MO energy-level scheme for Fe(CO)5, showing the ten orbitals involved 
in covalent σ-donation from CO σ to Fe 3d and π-back-donation from Fe 3d to CO π* [75].

Excitations from the bonding orbitals e’ and e” into 
the antibonding a1’ orbital give rise to four LF excited 
states 3E', 3E'', 1E' and 1E'', with CASPT2 excitation 
energies ranging between 28,000 and 42,000 cm-1. The 
qualitative MO energy-level scheme for Fe(CO)5 shows 
the ten orbitals involved in covalent σ-donation from CO 
σ to Fe 3d and π-back-donation from Fe 3d to CO π⃰ [75].

In a UED study of the photodecomposition of 
Fe(CO)5 published in 2001 [77] the determination of the 
molecular structure of transient Fe(CO)4 was reported, 
and the primary photodecomposition reaction pathway 
was identified. The major issue resolved in the UED study 
of the photodissociation of Fe(CO)5 [77] was indeed the 
dissociation pathway problem. Based on the evidence of 
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UED experimental data, Ihee [et al.] concluded that the 
gas-phase structure of the transient Fe(CO)4 was in good 
agreement with that predicted for Fe(CO)4 (1A1, C2v). 
Moreover, Ihee [et al.] stated that “the [Fe(CO)4] structure 
in the 1A1 state is very similar to that of Fe(CO)5 with one 
equatorial carbonyl group removed, while the structure 
of Fe(CO)4 in the 3B2 state is significantly distorted” [77]. 
This also supports the equatorial CO elimination. The 
diffraction-difference curves ΔsM(+200 ps; –180 ps; s) 
and Δf(+200 ps; –180 ps; r), Fig. 9, and GED patterns 
of isolated Fe(CO)5 (

1A1', D3h), Fe(CO)4 (
1A1, C2v), and 

Fe(CO)4 (
3B2, C2v), Fig. 9, were simulated at T = 341 K 

using different codes for the diffraction fitting [77]. The 
fraction of Fe(CO)5 (1A1', D3h) was set equal to 1.0 and 
0.86 at –180 and +200 ps, respectively [77], which scales 
the amplitude of the difference signal. In agreement with 
what was stated in ref. [77], the diffraction-difference 
curves characterizing Fe(CO)4 (1A1, C2v) and Fe(CO)4 
(3B2, C2v) turned out to be very different (Figs. 9e and 9f). 

Though the singlet–triplet diffraction difference obtained 
using the UED approach decreased significantly upon 
the inclusion of more realistic vibrational amplitudes 
(Figs. 9c and 9d), there was hardly any change in the 
inner r- and s-regions of the diffraction-difference 
curves where it could be detected experimentally with 
a sufficient degree of reliability. In the UED study, the 
exact temperature of reactants and products can only be 
roughly estimated. Though the temperature change of 
~200 K appears to have a certain impact on the molecular 
intensity and radial distribution curves, the overall shape 
of the diffraction pattern does not seem to be significantly 
affected within the framework of the model (Fig. 9). 

On the basis of an extensive testing and analyses of 
both UED models and software, it was concluded [77] 
that the challenging task of distinguishing between the 
singlet and the triplet states of transient Fe(CO)4 in an 
electron diffraction experiment has been successfully 
resolved.

Fig. 9. a) Schematically represented scattering terms of the gas-phase structures (b) of Fe(CO)5 (
1A1', D3h), Fe(CO)4 (

1A1, C2v), and 
Fe(CO)4 (

3B2, C2v); bond distances in Angstroms, valence angles in degrees. c)–f) Diffraction-difference curves ΔsM(+200 
ps; –180 ps; s), (right) and Δf(+200 ps; –180 ps; r) (left) for 1A1 and 3B2 states of Fe(CO)4 using lij obtained from ASYM99 (c, d), 
and estimated empirically (e, f). Please, see text from ref. [66].
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Photochemical reactions may involve many 
electronic states, each of different character, and 
they may be coupled strongly at certain geometrical 
arrangements of the nuclei. In these regions, the vibronic 
coupling allows vibrational motion of nuclei to change 
the nature of the electronic wavefunctions. Such 
regions therefore involve a breakdown of the Born–
Oppenheimer approximation, a cornerstone of modern 
computational chemistry [78]. Experimental advances 
using femtosecond laser pulses have seen detailed 
studies of fundamental molecular processes occurring on 
an ultrafast (sub-picosecond) timescale [60, 62, 65, 77, 
79–82]. Concomitant with experimental spectroscopic 
advances have been the development of computational 
methods to explore the nature of the electronic states 
involved [83, 84], and the subsequent dynamical motion 
of nuclei across multiple potential energy surfaces [85]. 

The development of experimental techniques 
such as time-resolved femtosecond spectroscopy 
allows [82, 83] to follow photochemical reactions 
in “real time”, resulting in greater insight into the 
mechanisms of light-induced chemistry. However, 
the chemistry investigated can be very complex, and 
the analysis of data sets can be very challenging [83]. 
After photodissociation of a single carbonyl ligand, 
the resulting unsaturated complex may be capable of 
achieving geometry of nonabelian symmetry (and 
degenerate irreducible representations of the point 
group) [86]. Such degenerate states are Jahn–Teller 
active, the geometry being on a conical intersection 
seam as discussed above. Two aspects need to be 
considered: (i) Are there Jahn–Teller geometries that 
connect the excited and ground electronic states? (ii) 
If there are, are they accessible on the excited reaction 
path following the photodissociation? [87].

Multiconfigurational methods are required to 
describe different geometries with partial orbital 
occupancies and possible degenerate states. CASSCF 
is the method of choice to model reactive potential 
energy surfaces as degeneracies and quasi-degeneracies 
are automatically accounted for, and by virtue of the 
orbital optimization, the mixing of metal and ligand 
orbitals as the geometry changes is also included [86]. 
In considering what orbitals are needed in the CASSCF 
active space, the metal 3d orbitals are perhaps the 
most obvious choice, as the different arrangements 
of electrons in these orbitals gives rise to the textbook 
examples of Jahn–Teller instabilities [87]. This gives an 
active space (8,5) for the Fe(CO)4 unsaturated complex. 
However, such active space does not converge well, 
and the wavefunctions obtained are prone to spurious 
symmetry breaking, which can cause inaccurate 
energetics and geometries. It is important to realize 
that metal carbonyls are paradigm systems for dative 
bonding involving electron pair donation from the ligand 

[87]. Thus, if an active space only includes a single 
set of orbitals, the electrons are unable to dynamically 
correlate their respective motions and are on average 
too close together. A successful technique to handle 
this is to augment the active space with a set of empty 
orbitals with an extra node in the internuclear M–L 
region. These orbitals are notionally the 4d counterparts 
of the occupied 3d orbitals. For example, for Cr(CO)5, 
the active space would increase from (6,5) to (6,10). 
Such active spaces now give accurate barrier heights 
relative to correlated single-configuration methods [78], 
but crucially are also capable of treating excited states 
and degeneracies as well in a balanced manner. A related 
active-space augmentation has been successfully used 
in CASPT2 calculations of metal carbonyl bonding in 
the ground state [88] and for the electronic spectroscopy 
of metal carbonyls [89]. From the optimized CASSCF 
wavefunctions it is found that the occupancy of the 4d 
orbitals (as obtained from the diagonal elements of the 
one electron-density matrix) is non-negligible: about 0.1 
in the ground electronic state relative to their occupied 
counterparts (~1.9). For Cr(CO)5, a smaller active space is 
actually possible by dropping both a 3d orbital and its 4d 
counterpart. This is because there is one unoccupied 3d 
orbital at all geometries for Cr(CO)5 in the ground and 
lowest electronic excited states [90, 91]. For further 
discussion please, see ref. [78]. The work of Fuss and 
co-workers [60] has shown that Cr(CO)5, Mn(CO)5, 
and Fe(CO)4 return to the lowest electronic states 
of the initially excited multiplicity within several 
hundred femtoseconds of the photodissociation of 
the parent carbonyl. This timescale precludes a spin–
orbit induced change from the low-spin manifold and 
anticipates the accessibility of a conical intersection 
seam to facilitate radiationless population transfer to 
the ground state [86]. 

Trushin [et al.] studied the femtosecond dynamics 
of Fe(CO)5 photodissociation at 267 nm by transient 
ionization [65]. The photodissociation of the trigonal 
bipyramidal Fe(CO)5, whose photochemistry is one 
of the most investigated of the binary transition metal 
carbonyls [92], forms Fe(CO)4. This photoproduct has 
been found to be generated on an ultrafast timescale 
(Fig. 10) with a Jahn–Teller conical intersection 
inferred to be at a tetrahedral geometry [65].

Five consecutive processes with time constants 
21, 15, 30, 47, and 3300 fs were found in the 
photodissociation of Fe(CO)5 after excitation at 267 
nm in the gas phase [65]. The first four represent a 
continuous pathway of the molecule from the Franck-
Condon region down to the lowest singlet state (S0) 
of Fe(CO)4 through a chain of Jahn-Teller-induced 
conical intersections. The motion before dissociation 
initially involves more than one of the equatorial 
ligands, but it eliminates only one CO. The product 
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Fe(CO)4 is initially generated in its first excited 
singlet state S1, but subsequently relaxes to S0 in 
47 fs via a triply degenerate conical intersection at 
tetrahedral geometry. The pathway for this process 

involves pseudorotation of the ligands. The fifth step 
is assigned to the thermal elimination of a second CO. 
Intersystem crossing to the triplet ground states of 
Fe(CO)4 and Fe(CO)3 takes more than 500 ps (Fig. 11).

Fig. 10. Transient time-of-flight spectra obtained after irradiation of Fe(CO)5 with 267 nm pump pulses and 800 nm probe 
pulses delayed by 80, 600, and 20,000 fs. The background, which is due to ionization by the probe pulses alone, is subtracted [65].

Fig. 11. The potential energy surfaces and pathways (times indicated near the arrows in femtoseconds) of the UV 
photodecomposition of Fe(CO)5. Excited levels of the parent molecule, which are probably not involved in the process, are only 
indicated by short lines. The inset shows details of the processes in the parent molecule. The symmetry species 1E' in the inset 
designates the states before Jahn-Teller splitting, i.e., on the axis q). The broken line in the inset indicates an A2'' → E' pathway 
displaced along an e'' direction outside the drawing plane. The drawing is not to scale. The following energies (in electronvolts) of the 
product levels relative to the ground state of Fe(CO)5 are derived from experimental dissociation energies and, for the excited states, 
from calculations: (Fe(CO)4) 

3B2, 1.8; 1A1, 2.56; 1B2, 3.08; (Fe(CO)3) 
3A2, 2.3; S0, 3.5. MLCT: metal to ligand charge transfer; LF: 

ligand field. From ref. [65].
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The dissociation of the first CO of Fe(CO)5 with its 
individual steps is remarkably fast. The sum of the first 
three time constants (21 + 15 + 30 fs) is below 100 fs. 
As argued in [65] this implies that the acceleration 
already begins in the Franck-Condon region, a statement 
that is not self-evident. If the excited state were 
nondegenerate, the potential energy curve along Fe-CO 
dissociation coordinate would begin with zero slope, 
since there are symmetry-equivalent ligands. Jahn-
Teller splitting of a degenerate state, however, gives 
rise to a nonvanishing slope. It thus explains the initial 
fast acceleration and predicts that it involves more than 
one CO ligand. (Superposition with a totally symmetric 
stretch coordinate, which involves several ligands, is not 
excluded.) Such a degenerate (2E') state is available in 
the right wavelength region; due to its metal-to-ligand 
charge transfer character the corresponding absorption is 
intense and, due to its short lifetime (steep slope), also 
broad so that it can overlap with the pump wavelength 
[65] On the other hand, a nondegenerate 1A2'' MLCT state 
has also been predicted in this region [93]. To explain 
the lack of anisotropy, Trushin [et al.] also assumed an 
intermediate population of the 1A2'' state (via the 2E'/1A2'' 
conical intersection), which then rapidly returns to the 
main relaxation path [65].

In previous experiments with high-intensity 
nanosecond UV laser pulses, it has been suggested 
that resonant two-photon excitation could populate 
states with energies above the ionization limit and that 
the neutral molecule subsequently loses all its ligands 
explosively [94]. However, the ultrafast dissociation 
found in [65] hardly leaves time for absorption of a 
second photon with the pulses employed. Possibly 
further excitation took place after the dissociation. The 
observed fast rates imply not only real crossings, but 
also that they are accessible without barriers. In view of 
the closely spaced upper states, an absence of barriers is 
natural. As for  the dissociation product, it was concluded 
[65] from the easy accessibility, that the singlet T2 state 
of tetrahedral Fe(CO)4 lies energetically between the 
S0 and S1 states of the molecule in the equilibrium C2v 
geometry. The fast rate through this conical intersection 
is also remarkable for another reason. As in all cases 
with a triply degenerate state, the intersection space 
is only (f – 5)-dimensional [95], where f = 23 is the 
number of internal coordinates. The branching space is 
then 5-dimensional and is spanned by two e and three 
t2 coordinates. The common case is a 2-fold degeneracy 
with an (f – 2)-dimensional intersection space. Although 
it has been shown that a conical intersection presents no 
bottleneck for the molecular trajectories [96], it is often 
asked whether the molecule can find such a small “point” 
((f – 2)-dimensional space) as the tip of the cone. The 
results show that even an (f – 5)-dimensional space presents 
no problem. The reason is, of course, that the wave packet 

has a nonzero extension in f dimensions and can already 
cross over in the surrounding of the “point” [65].

The work of Fuss and co-workers [60] has shown 
that Cr(CO)5, Mn(CO)5, and Fe(CO)4 return to the lowest 
electronic states of the initially excited multiplicity within 
several hundred femtoseconds of the photodissociation 
of the parent carbonyl. This timescale precludes a spin 
– orbit induced change from the low-spin manifold and 
anticipates the accessibility of a conical intersection 
seam to facilitate radiationless population transfer to the 
ground state.

A very useful tool to predict suitable stable 
geometries around the point of a Jahn–Teller conical 
intersection is the epikernel principle of Ceulemans 
and Vanquickenbourne [97]. This states that the 
highest-ranking epikernels are the point groups of 
minima, and that lower-ranking epikernels, and 
kernels will be point groups for saddle points for 
any Jahn–Teller distortion. Kernels are the groups of 
symmetry elements that are preserved when distorting 
along a vector spanning an irreducible representation 
of a given point group. Epikernels are groups of 
higher symmetry that are selectively preserved in part 
of the distortion space [78, 97, 98].

The Fe(CO)5 molecule presents further challenges: 
either an axial or an equatorial ligand may be initially 
ejected. Although the axial path is likely to be favored, 
both need to be considered and modeled. The tetrahedral 
geometry has triply degenerate irreducible representations 
leading to possible three-state Jahn–Teller conical 
intersections and associated five-dimensional branching 
spaces [99]. Roos [84] has studied the Fe(CO)4 Jahn–
Teller surface using CASSCF with an (8,10) active 
space. Fe(CO)4 at tetrahedral geometries is d8(e4t2

4), 
which leads to the following electronic states: t2 t2 = 
1A1

1E 1T2
3T1. The 3T1 state can be discarded due 

to the timescales involved in the radiationless relaxation 
[65]. The only way to determine the energetic ordering of 
the singlet states is via a high-level computation. In their 
spectroscopic analysis, Fuss [et al.] [60, 65] proposed 
a pathway through a Jahn–Teller conical intersection 
imposed by the 1T2 state. Furthermore, this intersection 
explains the nature of the photoproduct, which was 
previously determined using ultrafast electron diffraction 
by Zewail [et al.] [77, 100] C2v Fe(CO)4 in a singlet 
electronic state. Geometrically, they find that one of the 
pair of (CFeC) angles is 169º ± 2º, and the other 125º ± 3º 
(see Fig. 9 and Fig. 12). CASSCF calculations have found 
Jahn–Teller geometries present in the photodissociation 
pathways for these systems, with tetrahedral symmetry 
for singlet Fe(CO)4, and a D3h trigonal bipyramid for 
singlet Cr(CO)5 and doublet Mn(CO)5. The topology on 
the lower surface around the point of intersection has 
a number of symmetry-equivalent minima separated 
by equivalent transition states (see Fig. 12). In the 
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case of Cr(CO)5 and Mn(CO)5 the surfaces are very 
similar, involving three C4v square pyramidal minima 
separated by three C2v transition states. For Fe(CO)4 

this has six equivalent C2v symmetry minima separated 
by 12 equivalent Cs symmetry transition states (shown 
schematically in Fig. 12).

Fig. 12. Surface topology around triply degenerate Jahn–Teller conical intersections for Fe(CO)4. Colours indicate 
pathways connecting minima and transition states. The Fe(CO)4 cross section is for the Jahn–Teller surface around a tetrahedral 
geometry (Td), which has a triply degenerate singlet electronic state. The surface is a two-dimensional cross section through 
the three-dimensional Jahn–Teller surface. There are four equivalent C2v minima connected via four equivalent Cs transition 
structures. The CASSCF (CFeC) angles are given to the left. Further C2v minima and Cs transition structures exist in the 
remaining orthogonal coordinate [78].

The C4v square pyramidal minima are separated 
by three C2v transition states. For Fe(CO)4 this has 
six equivalent C2v symmetry minima separated by 
12 equivalent Cs symmetry transition states (shown 
schematically in Fig. 12). The barrier height for Fe(CO)4 
is less than 2 kcal·mol-1, indicating effectively free 
pseudorotation in the vibrational hot photoproducts. 
For Cr(CO)5 there is a more substantial barrier 
~12 kcal·mol-1, and dynamics simulations indicate 
that the pseudorotation may become trapped around a 
single minimum. This is consistent with experimental 
observation of coherent oscillations with a frequency 
of a magnitude that matches an OC–M–CO bending 
vibration (which is a linear combination of the branching 
modes).

Further information on each surface and how they 
were calculated can be found elsewhere [78, 86]. An 
important point to note is that this type of behaviour 
appears common to binary carbonyls and it is suggested 
that such a photodissociation scheme should be applicable 
to most binary carbonyls (with an unfilled d-shell, thus 
excluding Ni(CO)4). 

The simplest Jahn–Teller intersection is of T t2 type 
(i.e., a triply degenerate electronic state whose components 
are coupled via a triply-degenerate vibration). Optimization 
of a triply degenerate conical intersection is not routinely 
possible at present. The vibrational modes of Td Fe(CO)4 
span Q3N−6 2A1 2E T1 4T2, so, there are clearly 
several candidate vibrations. This T t type of intersection 
has received much attention in the triplet manifold (T t1 in 
this case) [63, 101, 102], as this corresponds to the global 
minimum of Fe(CO)4. 

Bending of the CO ligands in a pairwise fashion 
leads from Td to C2v, and both the triplet and singlet Jahn–
Teller surfaces are similar. The epikernel principle [97] 
predicts that the number of equivalent C2v minima will 
be given by the quotient of the size of the Td group and 
the C2v group (nTd/nC2v = 24/4 = 6). Fig. 12 shows a two-
dimensional cross section of the full three-dimensional 
surface, using a pair of orthogonal bending coordinates, 
each obtained as a linear combination of the three triply 
degenerate (CFeC) bending modes. Note that the full 
triply degenerate Jahn–Teller problem is T (t2 e), 
where the branching space is five dimensional in keeping 
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with the von Neumann–Wigner theorem [103]. Only 
the T t2 interaction has been considered in any detail 
for Fe(CO)4 in either the singlet or triplet manifolds. In 
the 2D cross section shown in Fig. 12 there are four C2v 
minima (two per bending coordinate), connected by four 
Cs transition structures. The total number of C2v minima 
is given by the quotient of the size of the Td group and 
the Cs group (nTd/nCs = 24/2 = 12). An attractive visual 
representation of this is given by the octahedral model of 
Poliakoff [et al.] [103], in which each minimum is placed 
at the vertex of an octahedron. As depicted in Fig. 12, the 
barrier to pseudo-rotation between C2v minima is quite 
small (about 4 kcal·mol-1). 

Although the CASSCF Jahn–Teller surface in the singlet 
manifold helps to explain the experimental data relating to 
the ultrafast relaxation of Fe(CO)4, there is a remaining issue 
that reminds us of the complexity of this system. CASSCF 
and MRCI predict that the 1T2 state is, in fact, not the lowest 
singlet electronic state at Td geometries. For example, 
CASSCF predicts that the 1E state is 5 kcal·mol-1 below 
the 1T2 state. However, an E e Jahn–Teller intersection 
does not correctly give the observed photoproduct. A 
complete Jahn–Teller model will involve both Jahn–Teller 
and pseudo-Jahn-Teller coupling: (T E) (t2 e) – a 
five-state, five-mode model [63, 101, 102]. This is due to 
the proximity of the 1E and 1T2 states; the components of 
these states can strongly pseudo-Jahn–Teller couple via 
the same vibrations that are separately Jahn–Teller active 
within each degenerate manifold. 

Having established that conical intersections are 
accessible to connect excited state with ground-state 
potential energy surfaces, the next stage in modeling 
the reactive photochemistry is to simulate the dynamical 
motion of the nuclei on those coupled potential energy 
surfaces. Guillaumont [et al.] [104] performed a 
large number of dynamics simulations in inorganic 
photochemistry using quantum wave packet approaches 
[104–106]. The majority of these studies used one- or two-
dimensional simulations that are appropriate for studying 
phenomena such as direct photodissociation [78]. 

Fuss [et al.] [60] investigated M(CO)6 (M = Cr, 
Mo, W), Fe(CO)5, Ni(CO)4 and M2(CO)10 (M = Mn, 
Re) by femtosecond spectroscopy. The molecules were 
pumped by one photon at 267 nm and then probed by 
multiphoton ionization at 800 nm and mass selective 
detection of the resulting parent and fragment ions. 
Whereas it was previously believed that such metal 
carbonyls are excited to a repulsive potential, leading to 
elimination of one or several CO, it was concluded [60] 
that only one CO is photochemically split off at times 
below 100 fs and that this is already a multistep process 
involving relaxation between excited-state surfaces. The 
elimination of the second CO takes place in the ground 
state of the unsaturated carbonyl and requires a much 
longer time (>1 ps with a pump wavelength of 267 nm). 

The unsaturated carbonyl is initially generated in its first 
excited singlet state S1. If this molecule has four-fold 
coordination, it can relax from this S1 state to S0 within 
about 50 fs, the pathway leading through a symmetry-
induced conical intersection involving pseudorotation of 
the ligands. Coherent oscillations along such coordinates 
were observed in several molecules. In the case of three-
fold coordination (Ni(CO)3), however, there is no such 
relaxation pathway. Therefore, this photofragment shows 
a beautiful luminescence with >10 ps lifetime. All the 
described processes only involve the singlet manifold. 

Fuss [et al.] also observed oscillations with periods of 
400 to 700 fs, which is in the range of bending vibrations 
[60]. The authors assign them to pseudorotation, since 
along this coordinate the S0 → S1 transition is tuned 
from conical intersection via a resonance with the probe 
laser (800 nm, 1.55 eV) to a larger energy distance (e.g. 
2 eV in Cr(CO)5). Using a 400 nm (3.1 eV) probe, the 
oscillations remain invisible. And in Fe(CO)4, where the 
S0 → S1 transition energy is about 0.5 eV, no oscillations 
are detected either [60]. Excitation of the vibrations is 
plausible since it proceeds along the coordinate that 
leads with steepest descent from S1 to S0. 

It has repeatedly been assumed that dissociation 
takes place via a triplet state formed via intersystem 
crossing (ISC). In particular, this was suggested for the 
case of Fe(CO)5, where the ground state of the Fe(CO)4 
product is a triplet, and for the splitting of the Mn–Mn 
bond in Mn2(CO)10, where only the triplet excited state 
3B2 correlates with the ground state of the products 
Mn(CO)5). In the Fe(CO)5 system, singlet Fe(CO)4 and 
Fe(CO)3 were observed by IR absorption even after 
nanoseconds [107, 108]. This suggests that ISC cannot 
take place in a time much shorter than 1 ns. Additionally, 
the times until dissociation (typically <100 fs for each 
step) are too short for ISC. Furthermore, dissociation was 
found to be slower for the carbonyls of heavier metals 
in a group than of lighter ones. The opposite would be 
expected if ISC played a role. After the dissociation, in 
the group-6 pentacarbonyls, pseudorotation would have 
no counterpart in the triplet manifold. With ISC thus 
excluded, the only remaining process for the elimination 
of a second CO in the sequential dissociation of metal 
carbonyls involves the thermal reaction of the hot 
molecules on the ground state surface S0. If this were 
the process, the rate should depend on the excess energy 
and thus on the pump-laser wavelength. Experiments to 
explore this option remain to be done.

The range of photochemical dynamics phenomena 
in simple metal carbonyls is surprisingly rich. Although 
some of the possible steps are not yet definitely identified, 
it is anticipated that future studies may contribute to a better 
understanding of the photochemistry of the metal carbonyls 
and their derivatives, including the stereochemistry (cis- and 
trans-effect of substituents) or photocatalysis.
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One interesting effect observed at resonance of 
sufficiently intense IR radiation with the vibrations of 
polyatomic molecules is their multiphoton excitation 
until the molecule falls apart, above the dissociation 
threshold.. Research in IR multiphoton excitation 
showed that with durations of the IR pulses in the range 
of 10–100 ns, the randomization of vibrational energy 
leads to excitement of all vibrations. The subsequent 
monomolecular reactions (dissociation, isomerization) 
are statistical in nature. The fast redistribution of 
energy from the pumped mode to other vibrations of 
the molecule (intramolecular vibrational redistribution, 
IVR (see review articles: [109–112]) also limits 
the possibility of selective vibrational multiphoton 
excitation of the selected modes of polyatomic 
molecules above the randomization threshold. Research 
on intramolecular relaxation, i.e. the measurement of 
the characteristic time scales, is the subject of a large 
number of studies. This interest is motivated, in part, 
by the idea of implementing non-statistical reactions by 
the use of laser pulses with a duration shorter than the 
characteristic times of the intramolecular relaxation. A 
recently released review discusses the research methods 
used and the results obtained in those studies [112].

Photoprocesses induced by resonant vibrational 
excitation were studied in free Fe(CO)5 and its 
molecular clusters [113, 114]. Intense femtosecond 
pulsed radiation in the region of 5 µm was used to excite 
the intense vibrational bands (the ν6 and ν10 modes) of 
the CO-bonds of Fe(CO)5. Analysis of the results led 
to the conclusion that the IR pulse selectively excites 
the CO vibrational modes. This excitation decreases 
the multiphoton ionization cross section for the probe 
pulse, which leads to a reduction of the signal from 
the molecular ion Fe(CO)5

+. A relaxation of the signal 
was found that is described by two characteristic 
times, a fast component τ1 = 10 ± 2 ps and a slow 
component τ2 = 670 ± 40 ps. The slow relaxation with 
τ2 is ascribed to intramolecular energy relaxation that 
transfers the excitation of the CO vibrational energy 
into other vibrations of the molecule. The time τ1 it is 
probably associated with a Berry-type intramolecular 
pseudorotation.

In experiments on [Fe(CO)5]n clusters, relaxation 
of vibrational energy stored by individual cluster 
molecules leads to an increase in the temperature of 
the clusters and subsequent evaporation of molecules. 
Free Fe(CO)5 molecules formed as a result of the 
cluster dissociation were ionized by femtosecond laser 
radiation at λ = 400 nm and detected with a time-of-
flight mass-spectrometer. The yield of free molecules 
from clusters is determined by the magnitude of 
the energy absorbed by the cluster, and its temporal 
dependence is described by a sequential evaporation of 
molecules (Fig. 13) [113]. 

Fig. 13. Schematic diagram of the energy flow during 
cluster dissociation. Two relaxation schemes are shown: single-
bathmode scheme (k1′) and sequential two-bath-mode scheme 
(k1 and k2). From ref. [113].

3. STRUCTURE AND NUCLEAR DYNAMICS 
IN FREE RADICALS: THE JAHN–TELLER 

EFFECT AND PSEUDOROTATION 
IN CYCLOPENTADIENYL RADICALS

Many radicals are sufficiently stable to isolate, handle, 
and store without any special precautions. The diversity 
in molecular architectures of these stable radicals is 
sufficiently large that common factors governing radical 
stability/persistence, geometric and electronic structure, 
association/dimerization preferences, and reactivity have 
generally not been well articulated or appreciated [115]. 
Techniques such as spin labeling, spin trapping and 
EPR imaging can provide a wealth of information about 
systems into which stable radicals have been introduced. 
There have been widespread efforts aimed at developing 
new materials with technologically relevant properties 
(magnetism, conductivity) for which stable radicals are 
excellent building blocks simply by virtue of having 
unpaired electrons [115].

Pioneering studies of persistent, long-lived 
radicals [116] by GED were performed in 1968 by L. 
Schäfer [117] (please, see also [118]. In these studies, 
a high temperature nozzle tip was used to decompose 
diindenylcobalt, Co(C9H7)2 to produce indenyl radicals, 
C9H7. An analysis of the experimental data showed the 
presence of indenyl free radical in the gaseous phase in 
a purity of at least 80%. This made possible a structural 
investigation of indenyl which produced the following 
results: (C1–H1)av = 107.2(2.0) pm and (C1–C2)av = 
141.5(1.0) pm. The C–C bond-length average is found 
in good agreement with quantum chemical calculations. 
Experimental evidence was found that the molecule 
possesses different C–C bonds, some of which seem 
to deviate more from the average than is predicted by 
calculations. Schafer’s experiment represents the first 
example of an investigation of an unstable compound 
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by GED. It proves that the method may be expected to 
be a powerful tool in the study of similar cases. Other 
achievements in the study of persistent [116] radical 
structures by GED are described in a review article [35].

The first study of the short-lived CF3 radical by 
TRED was published in 1983 by A. Ischenko [et al.] 
The gaseous target of CF3I molecules was excited by 
a TEA CO2 laser. The multiphoton infrared excitation 
dissociates the CF3I molecules,

CF3I + nhν → CF3 + I,

and diffraction patterns of CF3 free radicals were 
recorded. For the experimental integrity of the studies [5, 
6] it was important that almost all of the CF3I molecules 
dissociated under the effect of a single 10-7 s IR laser 
pulse [119]. This means that the scattering pattern 
was recorded from the bulk (inside the IR laser beam) 
containing no molecular components besides CF3, so 
that the resulting diffraction pattern was unambiguously 
associated with CF3 radicals. To record the diffraction 
pattern with the use of a secondary electron multiplier, 
the pulse-resonance method was employed [8, 29].

The cyclopentadienyl radical (Cp) plays an 
important role in different areas of chemistry, and 
was intensively studied by theoretical [120–128] and 
experimental methods [129–132].

In 2002 TRED was applied to study the photo-
dissociation reaction of cylcopentadienyl cobalt 
dicarbonyl, CpCo(CO)2, which proceeds to give product 
structures (Ihee [et al.], 2002) that were probed by 
picosecond electron pulses. Three conceivable reaction 
channels for the dissociation reaction of CpCo(CO)2 are 
illustrated in Fig. 14 [133]. Femtosecond and nanosecond 
multi-photon excitation was found to result in a total 
detachment of all ligands from the cobalt center thereby 
leaving a bare Cp ring.

The experimental TRED results were compared with 
theory to explore the dynamics of the structural changes 
[133], Figs. 15 and 16. The dynamic nature of the radical 
was best represented by a pentagonal molecular structure 
having D5h symmetry with elevated mean amplitudes of 
vibration. Comparisons between theory and experiment 
[133] suggested that the structure of the transition state 
between the compressed (dienylic) and the elongated 
(allylic) conformations reflect the dynamics of the 
pseudorotary surface [133].

To analyze the data, a DFT electronic structure 
of D5h Cp was used as the starting condition for 
the refinement. The best fit of the data [133] was 
obtained when the C–C bond of the D5h ring was re = 
146(3) pm. DFT gave re = 142 pm, which is consistent 
with the results from rotationally resolved laser-induced 
fluorescence spectroscopy [131]. The DFT calculations 
refer to the bond distance of 142 pm of the D5h transition 

Fig. 14.  Three possible fragmentation pathways 
of CpCo(CO)2. From ref. [133].

Fig. 15. The refined structure (top) of the parent molecule 
CpCo(CO)2 along with the modified molecular scattering 
intensity (bottom) and the radial distribution function (center) 
obtained with the pump laser off. Black lines are experimental 
curves, and green lines are the least-squares fits. Shown also at 
the top are our average refined parameters compared with the 
average parameters from DFT. From ref. [133].
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Fig. 16. Refined best fits obtained for the difference curves for the indicated reaction at the top. The bottom-right panel 
shows the diffraction–difference modified molecular scattering curve, and the bottom-left panel shows the diffraction–difference 
radial distribution curve. Black lines are experimental curves, and green lines are the least-squares fits. The top panel shows the 
molecular structures involved in the reaction. From ref. [133].

state (Fig. 17), so that the observed 4 pm extension 
of the equilibrium bond length was attributed to the 
pseudorotary dynamics about the Cp ring [133].

Fig. 17. Top: A representation of pseudorotation in the 
Cp radical. In the center is the D5h transition state 3.5 kcal/mol 
(ref. [122]) above the circular pseudorotary surface connecting 
the elongated and compressed Jahn–Teller isomers of Cp. The 
transition states along the circular path are estimated to be 
elevated by energies ranging from zero to ~2 kcal/mol [130]. 
The dotted circles indicate two of the many other possible 
paths. Bottom: The refined best fits obtained for the product-
only modified molecular scattering curve (sM(s)po) and radial 
distribution curve (f(r)po) of the D5h molecular structure of Cp at 
2600 K. The dynamic nature of the radical was best represented 
by a stretched structure having D5h symmetry with elevated 
mean amplitudes of vibration. From ref. [133].

The Cp radical has a degenerate electronic 2E1 ground 
state, if it is planar, of D5h symmetry. The degeneracy is 
lifted by Jahn–Teller distortion, and the bonds become 
unequal in length. Due to the near energetic degeneracy 
of the two Jahn–Teller isomers and the low barrier to 
pseudorotation on the surface connecting them, the two 
structures among the many in Fig. 17 are not static. 
Estimates of the pseudorotary barrier around the circular 
landscape (not across the center) in Cp range between 
zero and ~2 kcal/mol [130]. If no energy is channeled 
into the translational energies of the fragments, a 
maximum of ~104 kcal/mol in internal energy for the 
products is available. If this energy is then completely 
thermalized between and among all modes of Cp, the 
vibrational ensemble temperature would be ~2900 K. In 
reality, however, a significant fraction of the available 
energy would go into translational kinetic energy of the 
fragments and the equilibrium temperature of Cp would 
be lower than this value [133]. A refinement of the 
molecular temperature, based on the mean-amplitudes of 
vibration (l) of the bonds, was also performed and the 
best-fit temperature of the D5h product was 2600(150) 
K [133], Fig. 17. This apparent high temperature is 
a consequence of the highly entropic phase space, 
which results from the many vibrations involved in the 
transformations of the structures shown (and not shown) 
in Fig. 17; note that the arrowed circle represents just 
one path in the basin of the energy landscape, and a few 
of the many others are represented by dotted circles. 
The long bonds of the structure and the high vibrational 
temperature are in agreement with the dynamic nature 
of pseudorotation. An active pseudorotary state involves 
many bonds, changing lengths as the molecule constantly 
converts between elongated and compressed isomers. 
The rapid movement of Cp through these pathways at 
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high internal energy is represented by a hot and enlarged 
D5h structure as obtained by TRED, from bond lengths 
and mean amplitudes of vibration [133].

It is tempting to ascribe some of the stability of 
Cp radicals to delocalization of the spin around the 
five positions of the ring (as represented canonically 
by the structure in Fig. 18, left). However, the fully 

delocalized, symmetric (D5h) structure of the parent 
cyclopentadienyl radical is known to be unstable with 
respect to a first order Jahn-Teller distortion. Two 
possible distorted states both have C2v symmetry (Fig. 
18); one of these (2B1) is essentially a localized radical, 
while the other (2A2) state can be described as an allyl-
type radical.

Fig. 18. Electronic states of the cyclopentadienyl radical before (left) and after (right) Jahn–Teller distortion.

The cyclopentadienyl radical consists of essentially 
(within experimental crystallographic error) symmetric 
(D5h) Cp rings. However, this structure may represent a 
dynamic average, because the barrier to interconversion 
between distorted structures is low, and the magnitude 
of the distortion may just be within the crystallographic 
error limits. Interestingly, the X-ray structure shows 
a distinctly localized Cp ring: the two “double bonds” 
depicted in Fig. 18, average 138.5 pm, the two “single 
bonds” flanking the radical site are nearly identical 
at 145 pm, and the remaining single bond is 148 pm. 
Computational studies accurately reproduce the X-ray 
structure and suggest that the radical is in a distorted 
2B1 state with the allyl moiety centered at the t-butyl 
substituent position, creating an essentially localized 
cyclopentadienyl radical [115, 127]. 

The D5h Jahn–Teller crossing and associated C2v 
minima and saddle points in cyclopentadienyl have been 
optimized at the CASSCF: cc–pVDZ level of theory. The 
C2v structures were characterized by computing analytic 
force constants. Zero point energies calculated for all 
C5H4D and C5HD4 isomers of the C2V minima suggest an 
alternative interpretation of the experimentally observed 
degeneracy resolution [131].

The cyclopentadienyl radical provides an example 
of a conical intersection enforced by symmetry: a Jahn-
Teller crossing [134–136]. The degenerate 2E1 ground 
state at D5h geometries was predicted to distort along an 
e’2 coordinate, leading to the alternating C2v minima M 
(2B2 electronically) and saddle points TS (2A2) illustrated 
in Fig. 19 [137].

However, early ESR spectra at 120 K suggested that 
the spin distribution around the ring was uniform [138], 
implying that the barrier height for pseudorotation [139] 
between the five equivalent minima was of the order of 
cm-1, leading to a time-averaged D5h structure.

Carrington [et al.] [140] predicted that static 
distorted geometries might be observed as a result 
of deuterium substitution (e.g. C5H4D or C5HD4): if 
previously equivalent minima now differed in zero point 
energy, the time-averaged structure would be biased 

Fig. 19. Cyclopentadienyl D0:D1 surface topology. At 
the D5h Jahn–Teller crossing X, there are two vectors – the 
derivative coupling (top) and gradient difference (left) – which 
lift the degeneracy. One each of the surrounding five minima M 
and transition structures TS are shown, linked by the transition 
vector (right). From ref. [124].

towards those that are most stable. Degenerate vibronic 
levels would then be split and might be resolved at 
sufficiently low temperatures. Such an effect has been 
observed for cyclopentadienyl radicals in matrices [141, 
142] and for the isolated radical in a supersonic jet [130, 
131, 143, 144]. The observed splitting is ca. 8–9 cm-1, 
smaller than the barrier to pseudorotation predicted by 
previous ab initio studies [120, 145].

From rotational constants derived from spectra 
recorded at 3 and 10 K [131] deduced that the most stable 
isomer of C5HD4 has a dienylic geometry like that of M 
in Fig. 19. By contrast, the most stable isomer of C5H4D 
was found to have the allylic ring structure of TS), Fig. 20. 
Used to thinking in terms of APESs – which are unchanged 
by the H:D substitution – this interpretation did not appear 
to be consistent with the suggestion of Carrington [et al.] 
[140]. Furthermore, the size of the D5h  – C2v distortion 
calculated from the rotational constants was less than that 
suggested by ab initio calculations [120, 145].
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Fig. 20. For C5H4D, the two equivalent isotopically-
substituted minima with the lowest zero point energy lead to 
a time-averaged C2V structure that resembles the transition 
structure TS in the moat around the Jahn–Teller intersection 
(Fig. 19). The unique lowest energy structure C2V for C5HD4 is 
also shown. From ref. [124].

Optimized CASSCF/cc-pVDZ structures are shown 
in Fig. 21. The energy difference between the minima M 
and the transition structure TS is found to be 3.6 cm-1, 
much smaller than the 2100 cm-1 stabilization energy due 
to the static Jahn–Teller distortion from the D5h geometry 
X, and an order of magnitude smaller than the lowest 
previous ab initio value of 44 cm-l [120]. Bearpark [et 
al.] [124] found a dienylic geometry with electronic 
symmetry B2 to be the D0 minimum M in agreement with 
[120, 145]. As a test of the method for calculating energy 
differences, [124] have also optimized the D5h minimum 
structure (labeled M(D2)) on D2 (

2A’2 ). The value for the 
0–0 electronic transition was calculated as 86.6 kcal mol-1, in 
good agreement with the experimental value of 84.6 kcal mol-1 
(29,573 cm-1) [146, 147].

Fig. 21. Cyclopentadienyl structures optimized at 
the CASSCF: cc-pVDZ level of theory: the diene-like C2v 
minimum M (D0); allylic C2v transition structure TS (D0); 
D5h Jahn–Teller crossing X (D0:D1); and D5h minimum on D2 
M(D2). Corresponding energies are given in Table 1 of ref. 
[124]. All bond lengths are in Å. Relative lengths of the basal 
bond (Å) are also indicated. From ref. [124].

The interrelationships between M, TS and X are 
emphasized in Fig. 19. The transition vector determined 
by the frequency calculation at TS is shown at the right, 
and in this direction clearly points towards one of the 
five equivalent M [134], (pp. 48 and 443). One of the 
five possible pairs of directions that lift the degeneracy 
at X are also shown, one leading towards M, the other 
to TS. For the D5h Jahn–Teller crossing X, the value for 
the C–C bond length of 1.420 Å [124] is almost identical 
to that of 1.421 Å given by [131]. The corresponding 
value of 1.457 Å for the D5h minimum on D2 is within 
910 mÅ of the experimental value of 1.449 Å, [131]. 
These results (together with the 92 kcal mol-1 difference 
between calculated and experimental O–O transition 
energies) suggest that the CASSCF:cc-pVDZ method 
used is a reliable one for the 2E’1 and 2A’2 states of 
cyclopentadienyl at these geometries. However, the 
values for the change of the C–C bond length at the base 
of the pentagon (~66, ~61 mÅ, Fig. 21) are significantly 
larger than the 937 mÅ determined experimentally [131]. 

The D5h Jahn–Teller intersection is ‘peaked’: the 
lowest point on the potential energy surface of the upper 
state, but one at which the energy gradient does not go to 
zero overall. At this point there are two directions (Fig. 
22) that lift the degeneracy (nonzero gradient), and 3N-8 
that preserve it (zero gradient). Since the gradient at the 
D5h geometry is not zero in the full 3N-6 coordinates, 
a conventional frequency calculation is meaningless. 
However, for those 3N-8 coordinates that preserve 
the degeneracy (and along which the gradient is zero) 
frequencies and normal modes could be calculated in 
principle by a projection similar to that used for modes 
orthogonal to a reaction path [124].

Recently, the ionization energy (IE), electron affinity 
(EA), and heats of formation for cyclopentadienyl 
radical, cation, and anion, C5H5/C5H5

+/C5H5
−, have been 

calculated by wave function-based ab initio CCSDT/CBS 
approach, which involves approximation to a complete 
basis set (CBS) limit at the coupled-cluster level with up 
to full triple excitations (CCSDT) [128]. The zero-point 
vibrational energy correction, core-valence electronic 
correction, scalar relativistic effect, and higher-order 
corrections beyond the CCSD(T) wave function are 
included in these calculations. The allylic [C5H5(

2A2)] 
and dienylic [C5H5(

2B1)] forms of cyclopentadienyl 
radical were considered: the ground state structure 
exists in the dienyl form, and it is about 30 meV more 
stable than the allylic structure. Both structures are lying 
closely and are interconvertible along the normal mode 
of b2 in-plane vibration.

The C5H5(
2E1″, D5h) normally undergoes Jahn–

Teller distortion along the degenerate e2′-type vibration, 
and its electronic configuration [...(a2″)2(e1″)2(e1″)1] is 
split into two nearly degenerate electronic states: 2B1 [...
(b1)

2(a2)
2(b1)

1] (dienylic form) and 2A2 [...(b1)
2(b1)

2(a2)
1] 
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Fig. 22. Comparison of reaction paths through a transition state vs. a conical intersection. E1 and E2 are 
the two electronic eigenvalues, He is defined as electronic Hamiltonian, R is a vector of nuclear Cartesian 
displacements, and ψ1 and ψ2 are solutions of the electronic Schrödinger equation in a configuration 
interaction problem, i.e., any standard representation of electronic states expanded in a basis of electron 
configurations. From ref. [148].

(allylic form), where the doubly degenerate e1″ orbitals 
(in D5h symmetry) correspond to a2 and b1 orbitals (C2v 
symmetry). The highest (doubly) occupied molecular 
orbital (HOMO) in the dienylic form [C5H5(

2B1)] 
possesses a2 symmetry, and the singly occupied molecular 
orbital (SOMO) is in b1 symmetry. The order of HOMO 
and SOMO are swapped in the allylic form [C5H5(

2A2)]. 
The SOMOs in C5H5(

2A2) and C5H5(
2B1) have identical 

orbital energies of −0.199 au, which lie above the HOMOs 
by ~0.035 au ( please, see ref. [128]), Fig. 23.

The ground state of cyclopentadienyl radical is 
found by Lo and Lau [128] to be the C5H5(

2B1) form, 
and it is about 30 meV more stable than the C5H5(

2A2) 
structure. Both structures lie very closely on the APES, 
and they are interconvertible via the normal mode of b2 
in plane vibration.

Fig. 23. Schematic illustration of the relative energy levels 
of C5H5 (

2B1 and 2A2), C5H5
+ (1A1 and 3A1′), and C5H5

−(1A1′) at 
the CCSDT/CBS level. All optimized bond lengths (Å) are at 
the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level. From ref. [128].

4. UNIMOLECULAR PHOTODISSOCIATION 
OF 1,2-DIIODTETRAFLUORO-ETHANE

Photofragmentation of haloalkanes are of particular 
interest, because the final position of the functional 
groups in the products of reaction are stereochemically 
controlled to with respect to the formed double bond C=C 
[149]. Halogen radicals, such as CH2ICH2. and CF2ICF2, 
are intermediates in elimination reactions of halogens. 
There are often made some assumptions about their 
structures to explain the observed stereoselectivity. In the 
symmetric bridge structure halogen is connected by the 
equivalent halogen bonds to two carbon atoms, whereas 
in the classical structure represented by a mixture of anti 
and gauche conformers halogen is located predominantly 
near one carbon atom [150]. Bridge structures of 
intermediate prevents rotation around the C=C bond, 
and therefore supports the position of functional 
groups in the final product providing stereochemical 
control. However, despite numerous experimental and 
theoretical studies of these reactions, the structure of the 
intermediates remained to be unknown.

4.1. Structural dynamics of the elimination 
reaction of iodine atoms from the free C2F4I2 

molecules under collisionless conditions
Ihee [et al.] has investigated the reaction of 

elimination of two iodine atoms from C2F4I2 using UED 
(Fig. 24) [151, 152]. Structures of all the intermediates 
are unknown, and the problem is to determine the 
structural dynamics of the reaction as a whole.

The molecular structure of the intermediate C2F4I 
was determined from the difference curves ΔsM(s,t). The 
theoretical curves ΔsM(s,t) and Δf(r,t) for classical structures 
are in agreement with the experimental data, while the line, 
provide a theoretical bridge structure (the iodine atom is 
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Fig. 24. Structural dynamics of C2F4I2 dissociation reaction: the structure of the reactant, the intermediate and the products 
of reaction were determined in collisionless environment (upper panel). The values of average interatomic distances (Å) and 
bond angles (degrees) are given. UED data for a mixture of anti-gauche conformations of the molecule in their ground states. 
Internuclear distance for the anti (black) and gauche (green) isomers are shown by vertical lines. The analysis of the diffraction 
data revealed that the structure of the transition state is not a bridge structure (lower right panel) and corresponds to the classical 
concepts of structural theory (lower center panel). The mismatch between theoretical and experimental radial distribution 
curves of internuclear distances, f(r) and given by difference curves, (Δf(r) in yellow). From ref. [153]; please, see also ref. 
[152].

Fig. 25. Time dependence of difference radial distribution curves, Δf(r,t) for two different starting points: 
before the arrival of the exciting laser radiation (tref = –95 ps, left) and after the arrival of the laser pulse 
(tref = +5 ps, right). Peak corresponding to unbound atoms of iodine, I ... I does not exist, as is seen from the 
right side of the figure. From ref. [153]; please, see also ref. [152].

symmetrically connected to two carbon atoms) is not in 
agreement with experimental data (Fig. 25). Therefore, 
the structure of the C2F4I intermediate is classical.

In the intermediate the interatomic distance C–I 
is longer, and C–C distance is shorter than those in 
the reagent, while the internuclear distance C–F' in the 
radical (–CF'2) is shorter than that in CF2I. These results 

explain the increased bond multiplicity of C–C and 
reduced bond multiplicity of C–I as a result of formation 
of a transitional structure CF2I. Moreover, the angles  
CCF’ and  F’CF’ are larger than the corresponding 
angles in the reagent (by ~ 9° and ~ 12°, respectively). 
This suggests that the radical center (–CF'2) of C2F4I 
intermediate relaxes with subsequent loss of the first atom 
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I. Structure and dynamics studied by TRED are required 
for understanding the conservation of the stereochemistry 
of this class of reactions [151, 152, 154], and this is the 
first example of the determination of these structures.

4.2. Structural dynamics of iodine cleavage 
reaction in C2H4I2 and C2F4I2 molecules in solution

As discussed above, cleavage of iodine atoms 
from the free molecules of 1,2-diiodo-tetrafluoroethane 
in collisionless environment takes place via two steps 
and results in formation of tetrafluoroethylene (Fig. 
24). Cleavage of the first atom of iodine occurs in ~ 
200 fs with formation of an intermediate product – the 
radical monoiodinetetrafluoroethane which has classical 
structure. The second stage – the splitting of the second 
atom of iodine goes up to 25 (7) ps and ends at 26 (7) ps 
with formation tetrafluoroethylene [151, 152].

It would be interesting to study the elimination reaction 
in solution and compare the results to those obtained for free 
molecules. This will provide information on the effect of the 
solvent. Some information may be provided by XANES and 
EXAFS. However, compared with the data provided by time 
resolved X-ray diffraction these methods yield much less 
precise information about the structure of molecules.

Recently, elimination reactions of halogen molecules 
from haloalkanes were studied using TRXL (Time-
Resolved X-ray Liquidography) – X-ray diffraction with 
a time resolution of ~ 100 ps in solution (see reviews [24, 
26]). It was found that as in the gas phase in collision-
free conditions, the elimination reaction of iodine 
atoms in the solution passes through the intermediate 
I–CF2CF2 which has a classical structure. However, 
the next stage – the splitting of the second atom of 
iodine – is about six times slower than that observed 
for free molecules in collisionless conditions. The 
authors attribute this result to the influence of a 
polar solvent – methanol. The presence of solvent 
molecules environment may lead to increased rate of 
redistribution of energy, change in the barrier height 
of the reaction, and/or isolation of the fragments in the 
solvation shell. Kim [et al.] proposed a mechanism for 
the elimination iodine atoms in C2H4I2, similar to that 
for isolated C2F4I2 molecules [24, 26]: the cleavage of 
the first atom of iodine leads to the bridge structure 
of the radical CH2ICH2. Then atom I joins to CH2ICH2 
resulting in C2H4I–I, an isomer of C2H4I2. The next step 
is the dissociation of C2H4I–I molecules and formation of 
C2H4 and iodine molecules (Fig. 26).

Fig. 26. Structural dynamics of iodine elimination reaction from C2H4I2 and C2F4I2 molecules probed using TRXD in 
methanol solution. The time-dependent diffraction patterns of (a) C2H4I and (b) and C2F4I radicals. qΔS(q, t) were obtained 
by subtracting the diffraction patterns of C2H4I2 and C2F4I2 in electronic state, diffraction patterns of solvent, and accounting 
for effects caused by heating of solvent by laser radiation. This data representation allowed comparing structural dynamics 
in solution and in the gas phase for the two configurations of the intermediate C2H4I and C2F4I – classical and bridged. 
From ref. [26].
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The experimental data on Fig. 26 (black) and 
theoretical (red) show time-dependent differences of the 
radial distribution curves, RDF (c, d), for two reaction 
channels and the molecular structures of (I: purple, C: 
black, H: white, F: green). The upper and lower curves 
correspond to the bridging and classical structures, 
respectively. The kinetics of the reactions and the 
changes in the populations of intermediate particles 
and the reaction products of the photoelimination of 
the molecules C2H4I2 (c) and C2F4I2 (d) depend on the 
temporal delay between the excitation pulses and the 
probe. Figure (c) with the black curve corresponds to the 
bridged structure C2H4I, red – to the isomeric form, and 
blue – to the final reaction product, C2H4. The figure (d) 
with green curve corresponds to the atom I, black – to 
the classic structure C2F4I, red – to C2F4, and blue – to 
the molecule I2. e) The model of the reaction of C2H4I2. 
After the photoexcitation, one atom splits off from 
iodine molecules, and the radical C2H4I has a bridging 
configuration. C2H4I then recombines with the atom I 
separated from the molecule and forms the isomeric of 
the ground state: I ... I–C2H4. Furthermore, the isomer 
decays into the molecule C2H4 and I2. f) The model of the 
reaction of C2F4I2. After the photoexcitation one iodine 
atom is cleaved from the molecule, and the intermediate 
radical C2F4I has a classical structure. A part of the 
radicals C2F4I decay into the molecules C2F4, and the 
atoms of I. Finally, the nongeminal I atoms recombine to 
form the molecules of I2 [26]. 

For interpretation of the experimental data Ihee 
[et al.] [24, 26] reviewed all the previously proposed 
structures. It was found that the reaction of elimination of 
iodine molecules from C2H4I2 and C2F4I2 have different 
mechanisms (Fig. 26). Elimination of iodine from 
C2H4I2 results in formation of C2H4I and I and C2H4I…I 
(as measured at a time delay of 100 ps) and formation 
of the final products – C2H4 and I2 – is not observed. 
C2H4I does not dissociate into C2H4 and atom I, but 
rather reacts with iodine atoms to form C2H4I…I. The 
rate constants of bimolecular reaction leading to formation 
of isomer was estimated as k = 7.9 (3.5)·1011 m-1с-1, which 
appeared to be two orders of magnitude higher than the 
rate of recombination of molecular iodine in a solution 
of CCl4. This implied that the isomer C2H4I…I is mainly 
formed in the "cage" formed by the solvent shell. This 
isomer dissociates into C2H4+I2 on a microsecond time 
scale with a rate constant of k = 2.0 (1.4)·105 m-1с-1. On 
the contrary, C2F4I and I are the primary particles that are 
detected after the first 100 ps and apparently formed on 
a few picosecond time scale, 20(1)% of radicals C2F4I 
dissociate into C2F4 and I with a time constant of 306 (48) 
ps. These values can be compared with the data [151, 
152] for the gas phase: 55(5)% and 26 (7) ps. This clearly 
illustrates the effect of the solvent molecules, which 
significantly reduce the rate and the yield of the second 

stage of the elimination reaction. This is not surprising, 
since the residual internal energy in the radical C2F4I after 
the first stage of molecular decay of C2F4I2 in solution is 
much lower than that in the gas phase as a result of the 
transfer of the excess energy to the solvent. Molecular 
iodine, I2 is formed via recombination of two iodine 
atoms in ~ 100 ns with a rate constant of 4.4(1.2)·1010 
m-1с-1, which is comparable with the rate constant for 
recombination of molecular iodine in the solution. Of 
particular interest in the study of the structural dynamics 
is the structure of the transient species. As already noted, 
the method TRXL can answer the question whether the 
structure of the radical is bridged or classical? It is possible 
to make a calculation of the diffraction intensities for the 
proposed intermediates and compare with experimental 
data, making correction for the scattering of the solvent. 
The results of calculation are presented in Figs. 26(a) and 
26(b). The intensities of scattering of the intermediate 
species are determined after subtracting the contribution 
from the solvent, "cage" of the shell, and other structures 
and comparing the calculated data of alleged molecules. 
This "fingerprint method" is similar to the approach 
used in TRED. Comparison of the data for 100 ps and 
the alleged intermediates demonstrate that radical 
C2H4I has bridged structure, while C2F4I is represented 
by a mixture of classical and anti-gauche conformers. 
This conclusion is supported by the results of quantum 
chemical calculations, which show a significant effect of 
the fluorine atoms. A large number of photodissociation 
reactions of free molecules were studied (see review 
articles [17, 32, 36, 38, 155]. However, it should be 
noted that the solution of the inverse scattering problem 
in the determination of intermediate products of both the 
photo-excitation and the photo-dissociation in the most 
of the studies carried out to date was conducted using 
the theoretical counterpart of the scattering intensity 
of the electrons in the assumption of an equilibrium 
distribution of the vibrational and rotational degrees of 
freedom of the molecules. As was shown in the case of 
the study of the photo-dissociation reaction of CS2, even 
with nanosecond time resolution this assumption may be 
inaccurate [35, 36, 38, 156, 157]. 

Concluding remarks

In 1927, Davisson and Germer [158] and 
independently Thomson and Reid [159] discovered the 
phenomenon of diffraction of electrons on crystals. This 
finding relates to the "static" diffraction. After the first 
experiments performed by Mark and Wierl in 1930 [1, 2] 
the method of electron diffraction remained conceptually 
unchanged until the early 80's of the last century. Only 
50 years later it became possible to introduce fourth 
dimension in the technique – time, introducing the 
concept of structural dynamics and research in 4D 
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space – time continuum. Development of the electron 
diffraction with a time resolution is presented in Fig. 
27 (taken from review article [160]), a more detailed 
description of the history of development is given in the 
review articles [31, 36] and monograph [161].

Fig. 27. The development of time resolved electron 
diffraction. Studies in which structural changes were not 
observed are not included. The first experimental result 
and the description of the electron diffraction method 
with a time resolution (stroboscopic electron diffraction), 
which recorded the change in the diffraction pattern during 
the laser dissociation of CF3I molecules in the gas phase 
under the influence of radiation CO2 – laser [5]. The first 
experiment with subnanosecond temporal resolution: the 
melting of a thin aluminum film in the laser field [12]. 
The photo-dissociation of CF3I [13]. The process of the 
photodissociation of C2F4I2 [151]. The disclosure of the cycle 
in the molecular cyclohexadiene [162]. The investigation of 
the melting process of Al exposed to a laser radiation [163]. 
A more detailed historical overview is presented in the paper 
[31]. From ref. [160].

The nuclear motion as a chemical reaction unfolds 
can be probed using TRED (UED). Breaking of chemical 
bonds, their formation and change in the geometry of the 
molecule occurs at a rate of ~1000 m/s (please, see, e.g., 
[164, 165]). Consequently, for the registration of nuclear 
dynamics the time resolution of <100 fs is required. 
Regardless of whether the molecule is isolated or not the 
ultrafast changes involve coordinated rearrangement of 
the electron and nuclear subsystems of reacting molecules.

According to the transition state theory [166–169], 
for the unimolecular reaction we have a frequency 
factor equal to kT/h – namely with this frequency the 
transition to the final products occurs through the energy 
barrier of the chemical reaction [41, 170–173]. At room 
temperature, its value is ~ 6×1012 s–1, which corresponds 
to the time of ~ 150 fs. Typical intramolecular vibrations 
occur in the time interval of the order of hundreds of 
femtoseconds. That is why to some extent the term 
"ultrafast electron diffraction" is justified. In this case, 
it is clear that the diffraction process of electrons is 

determined by the accelerating voltage, and single 
scattering event for 100-keV-electron occurs in a few 
attoseconds. 

The electron diffraction with a high time resolution has 
opened the possibility of direct observation of the processes 
occurring in the transient state of the substance. Here it is 
necessary to provide a temporary resolution of the order of 
100 fs, which corresponds to the transition of the system 
through the energy barrier of the potential surface, which 
describes the chemical reaction – the process of the breaking 
and the formation of new bonds between the interacting 
agents. Thus, the possibility of the investigation of the 
dynamics of coherent nuclear molecular systems and the 
condensed matter can be opened [10, 12, 35–38, 161, 174, 
175]. In the past two decades it has been possible to observe 
the nuclear motion in the temporal interval corresponding to 
the period of the nuclear oscillation. The observed coherent 
changes in the nuclear system at such temporal intervals 
determine the fundamental shift from the standard kinetics 
to the dynamics of the phase trajectory of a single molecule, 
the molecular quantum state tomography [36, 38, 157, 161, 
175, 176].

At present, the method of ultrafast diffraction is 
intensively developing. The great opportunities for 
the study of the structural dynamics are opened by 
4D methods of ultrafast electron crystallography and 
electron microscopy with high temporal resolution from 
micro- to femtoseconds (please, see review articles 
[31, 37, 160, 177, 178] and the monograph [34]). The 
recent advances in the formation of ultrashort electron 
pulses allow us to go to the area of attosecond temporal 
resolution and to observe the coherent dynamics of the 
electrons in the molecule [22, 179, 180].

It is rather impressive that laser alignment of 
the molecules in the gas phase helps to restore the 
molecular structure by observing the multiple patterns 
of the ultrashort electron beam diffraction [181]. In 
these conditions, in principle, no additional parameters 
are necessary for the elucidation of complex molecular 
structures and intermediate states in molecular dynamics. 
It should be noted that in [181] the first UED experiment 
with subpicosecond temporal resolution was done in the 
gas phase. In this experiment the molecules of CF3I were 
aligned impulsively with a femtosecond laser pulse and 
probed with a 500-fs electron pulse two picoseconds 
later, when the degree of the molecular alignment reaches 
a maximum.
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